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I. INTRODUCTION
A N AI planning program embedded in a real-time environment [7] , [15] typically must respond to an environment request by formulating and executing a plan within a real-time deadline or the system may fail. An example is a combat aircraft system [8] in which an AI planning algorithm is used to search for a path to a target location with the goal of optimizing some specified criteria such as minimizing the probability of radar detection, the distance flown, fuel consumption, etc., subject to the constraint that the total time spent in planning and flying the route must be completed within a real-time deadline.
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mission may also fail because there may not be enough time left for executing the plan within the real-time deadline. This trade-off exists for any real-time system incorporating AI techniques for analyzing combinatorial problems as the time for executing an AI algorithm typically grows exponentially as a function of problem size. Two approaches have been investigated in the literature to address this trade-off, hoping to make AI techniques more suitable for real-time applications. One approach is to explore parallel or distributed architectures with the goal of reducing the time needed for planning and execution, particularly in the area of production systems [4] , [9] , [12] , [16] . Another approach is to devise real-time or time-constrained AI planning algorithms [lo] , [14] , [23] that attempt to plan (and possibly execute) a response within a specified real-time deadline so that the solution found is near-optimal most of rhe time. For the second approach, there is little work that addresses the associated reliability issue when these AI planning algorithms are applied to real-time systems. It is not satisfactory to rely on informal methods of selecting appropriate designs, given the fact that these AI planning algorithms may work most of the time but sometimes fail miserably [ 141, [ 191. The main issue is a reliability modeling method with which the trade-off between solution optimality and search efficiency in the presence of a real-time deadline can be quantified, and with which the effect of the variance in the planning and execution times on system reliability, as a result of adopting AI planning algorithms, can be accounted for and analyzed. Previous performance analyses of AI planning algorithms, such as A ' [ 191, In our previous work, we investigated a reliability model [31 in which the reliability of a real-time system incorporating an AI planning program in a single mission is defined as the probability that the system can successfully accomplish the mission, without causing a software or hardware failure. That is, tfq t,Q -fp R system = JJ R horhvore ($n &I &fim Op &> W$Je) 0 0 where t,, is the planning time used by the embedded AI planning program to plan a strategy, te is the execution time used by the underlying hardware to carry out the formulated plan, and rR is the specified real-time constraint for the mission. In the above formulation, the system reliability of the embedded 1O41-4347/95$04,OO Q 1995 IEEE system, System, is the product of the hardware reliability, RhnrdWWe9 and software reliability, Rsotia,e, accounting for all possible time distributions of the planning and execution phases.
Hardware failures in a mission are mostly due to stress and wear of the underlying hardware components for carrying out the plans formulated by the software. On the other hand, software failures of AI planning software in real-time applications are caused by (a) residual faults, i.e., bugs in the program, and (b) intrinsic faults of AI software, i.e., the use of heuristic algorithms which have fundamental limitations that may occasionally result in software failures and/or real-time deadlineviolation. For example, a bug-free AI program for controlling an automated factory can sometimes assemble products not of the best quality or not in the most optimal way, which in effect can be considered a software failure. Real-time deadline violation failures manifest themselves particularly in AI software because, unlike conventional software, AI software typically must find a solution in a combinatorial search space which involves a tradeoff between the planning time and the execution time. Note that in the above equation, the sum of the variables tP and te must be less than tR in order to satisfy the realtime requirement -this is indicated by the upper bounds on the double integrals. With this formulation, it is possible to analyze the effect of some AI planning procedures, such as hill climbing and A* [24], on system reliability [3] based on some assumptions regarding the distributions of tp and t,, the software and hardware failure rates, and the reliability of the planning algorithm itself. This paper extends our previous work with the following specific contributions. First, it proposes a new method for evaluating the reliability of an AI system on a mission by mission basis, rather than on a time basis as has been done in the area of software reliability growth modeling [20] , thus unifying this work with our previous work for which only a single mission is considered. The reliability measure on a mission by mission basis is more appropriate for embedded AI systems designed to deal with real-time events each corresponding to a mission for which the system must formulate and execute a control strategy within a real-time deadline specified by the event. An example is an aircraft system incorporating an AI planning program for performing combat missions. This reliability measure can estimate how many such missions the system can accomplish before it fails and is more informative than a time based reliability measure. Specifically, we consider the overall system reliability as a function, Rvsre,,, (J'VJ, of the number of missions (or problem-solving requests), w which the system may encounter during its life time. A method for estimating R,vys,em (5'V) will be presented in the paper. Second, the paper quantifies the failure of AI programs due to intrinsic faults by introducing the concept of fuzzy failure levels. That is, it considers the output of an AI planning program as a fuzzy quantity [25] ranging from 0 to 1 with 0 meaning no failure and 1 meaning a definite failure, rather than treating the output as a binary 0 or 1 quantity as in conventional software. It then considers the possibility that a single heuristic failure may not cause the system to fail but a sequence of heuristic failures may do so. This concept is similar to shock analysis in hardware reliability theory [l] . An example is a combat aircraft system where a plan formulated with radar detection probability of 0.1 may not be catastrophic to the aircraft for that mission, but a number of such missions may cause the aircraft to fail. Third, the paper develops a reliability model that facilitates reliability assessment without having to make any speculative assumption regarding the behavior of the AI system. The idea is based on software reliability modeling where the AI system is tested with its mission profile, through which failure data due to software or hardware failures are collected for estimating the overall system reliability. Lastly, it applies the reliability model to a class of planning algorithms in a practical route-finding system and analyzes the effect of possible design alternatives on the reliability of the system embedding these planning algorithms.
II. METHODOLOGYANDMODEL
We first give an abstract description of real-time systems incorporating AI planning programs (for brevity, we will henceforth refer to these as real-time AI systems). We will use the term "mission" interchangeably with "problem-solving request" or "sensor event" in contexts where appropriate. In our model, problem-solving requests arrive at the AI system periodically, each representing a mission for which the system must plan and execute a response within a specified real-time deadline associated with the mission. These problem-solving requests are not known a priori but can be simulated during testing based on the system's anticipated mission profile. An example is a combat aircraft system for which the target and radar locations for a mission are not known but we can simulate missions to test its responses based on its mission profile during the operational period. Our model of a real-time AI system processes these problem-solving requests one at a time.
The point of interest is a method for estimating the system reliability for a specified number of missions. Now, R system 04 = P{ no failure over Nmissions} = P( no software failure and no hardware failure over Nmissions}.
We assume that the software is run to completion for each mission. Hence, we can adopt the input domain view of software reliability [20] . That is, we can view the software as either failing or not failing for any given point in its input space. This makes the failure probability of the software a function of the number of runs or missions rather than time. Hence, the reliability expression, can be written as which can be rewritten as R system (1) = &iwa, (1) &miware (1).
Assuming that the hardware reliability is 1 in between missions, we get
In the following sections, we develop an approach for estimating &o&are (N and Rhrd,+-are WI.
A. Sofhyare Reliability Assessment
To estimate RSoftware (JVJ as a function of the number of problem-solving requests X we make the following general observations. First, not all software faults in AI planning algorithms can be corrected since they may be due to limitations in the fundamental techniques used in the algorithms rather than due to coding errors. For example, the RTA* planning algorithm [14] may find suboptimal solutions and may sometimes even find a solution with a poor solution quality. These software faults are not correctable even after all program bugs are completely removed. Second, some AI planning algorithms guarantee finding optimal solutions, such as the A* algorithm with underestimated heuristics [24] . However, optimal algorithms are subject to deadline violation failures. A deadline violation failure in this case is not caused by program bugs but rather by the fundamental technique used in the implementation. Third, to model the fact that AI planning algorithms may sometimes output a plan that is not acceptable, for each formulated plan we can associate a failure level which is a fuzzy member [25] of the distribution over the interval [O,l] , with 1 representing a definitely unacceptable output and 0 representing a definitely acceptable output. It is often possible to tolerate a few ill-formulated plans occasionally, but not too frequently because of the higher probability of system failure. In general, the assignment of fuzzy levels to plans is to be done during the testing period by experts in the application domain.
A. I. A Mission-Based Model to Consider AI Intrinsic Faults
In our model, we consider not only program bugs, but also intrinsic faults which exist in AI programs that cause heuristic and deadline-violation failures. We split the failure probability into three independent portions. The first one has a decreasing value during the development phase reflecting the growth in the reliability as a result of program bugs which are detected and removed. The second one has a constant value and is due to heuristic faults which are not removed. The third one also has a constant value and is due to intrinsic faults which cause real-time deadlines to be violated. Thus, R sofnvare vv = P{ no coding failure over 3Vruns, no heuristic failure over JVruns, no deadline violation over Nruns } .
Since these are independent failure processes, R sc?tiware ml = P( no coding failure over Nmissions} X P{ no heuristic failure over JVmissions} x P{ no deadline violation over Nmissions} = (l-hi)"X (l-QUx (l-b)"
where hi = P( coding failure over 1 run), b = P( heuristic failure over 1 run}, and b = P{ deadline violation over 1 run}. For large Nand small hi, &, and J.3, the geometric distribution in the above expression can be approximated by the corresponding exponential distribution:
During the software testing and debugging phase, the implemented program is tested with its mission profile until a failure is encountered. If the failure is due to program bugs, the fault is located and removed from the program. The failure history of the AI program is defined to be the realization of a sequence of random variables (Ni, Nz,..., N,), where Ni denotes the mission number for which a failure is detected. For example, if the system is tested with 10 test cases, each representing a mission, and test cases #2 and #5 each cause a particular type of failure to be detected, then the failure history for that particular failure type will be (2, 5). Hence, the unit in our model is mission, rather than time as in most software reliability growth models [20] .
We use a modified version of the Musa-Okumoto Logarithmic model [ 171 to estimate hi. The probability of failure due to program bugs after the irh mission is assumed to be given by a0 h, (i) = -n,e, +l (1) where b and 8 are model parameters, representing, respectively, the initial failure probability of the program and the relative change of failure probability per failure experienced and removed. Equation (1) models the fact that the program failure probability due to residual program bugs decreases continuously over the testing and debugging phase, rather than at discrete event-points corresponding to failure detection and removal times. Further, the rate of decrease in h,(i) itself decreases as more test cases are tested, thus modeling the decrease in the size of errors detected as debugging proceeds.
We model the unchanging failure probabilities due to intrinsic faults as follows:
where b(i) and &(i) are constant failure probabilities due to intrinsic faults associated with AI planning programs. b(i) is due to heuristic faults while & (i) is due to deadline-violation faults. We distinguish between heuristic and deadline-violation faults because the latter, unlike the former, involve a trade-off between time and accuracy. Heuristic faults are generally due to the use of heuristic search procedures and can result in s&optimal decisions even though the search procedure is executed fully. On the other hand, to deal with real-time constraints, a suboptimal decision may have to be accepted simply because there is no time to fully execute the search procedure. If the program is run on a faster machine, failures due to realtime violations will decrease while those due to heuristic faults will remain unchanged.
During the operational phase, no program bug is removed, so that AI(i) is also constant, say 3L1. Thus, the reliability during this phase is given by
The above equation for software reliability estimation is pessimistic because it considers a heuristic failure as a definite failure so that when a heuristic failure occurs the system also fails. There are systems that can accept suboptimal solutions (which are fuzzy in the sense that the solution found may not be the best possible solution) as long as the mission in a planning and execution cycle can be accomplished within the realtime deadline. This fuzzy situation can be modeled by considering the distribution of heuristic failures over [O,l] , with 0 denoting a benign (i.e., no) failure and 1 denoting a definite failure. Heuristic faults due to the underlying approach are assumed to have a distribution G, with G(0) = 0 and G( 1) = 1. The level of service provided by the program can be measured in several ways, one of which is discussed in the following.
We consider the system as having failed if the sum of all heuristic failures encountered exceeds some limit, say X,. This models situations where the effect of failures can accumulate. An example is in the problem of route planning where the route is decomposed into several segments. In this case, if there is a slight error in a segment, then it can be tolerated. However, the errors in the segments can accumulate resulting in a substantial and unacceptable error in the overall path. Another example is for a combat aircraft system designed to deal with a sequence of missions. The aircraft system may tolerate some plans each with a radar detection probability not equal to 0, but if the sum of such radar detection probabilities is greater than 1, the system is likely to fail eventually. ... Let Xi be a random variable indicating the level of the ith heuristic failure. Then, during the system's operational phase, the software reliability is given by R sofnvare a5 = P ( Software is alive after Nmissions ) = PI no failure due to bugs or deadline-violation is experienced} X P( accumulated heuristic failures experienced I XL} =e -($+S)Nx c Pr( n heuristic failures over Nmissions} Pr( X1 n=O +... +x, <XL)
where n is the total number of heuristic failures which can probabilistically occur in JVmissions, and G (") (x) denotes the n-fold convolution of G(x), representing the probability that the sum of n random variables of G(.) is less than x. It is defined as
where G(x) is the probability of X I x for a random variable X that represents the fuzzy level of a heuristic failure.
A. 2. Estimation of Model Parameters
Four sets of failure data are required in order to estimate the parameters of Equation (3). These are (N,l, NC2,..., NJ (for failures caused by program bugs), (Nhl, Nh2,..., Nhl) (for heuristic failures), (fi, fi,..., fr) (for associated fuzzy levels), and (k, Nav.., N4) (for failures cause by deadline-violation), where Nci is the mission number for which the ith failure caused by program bugs is found and the corresponding program bugs are removed; Nhi is the mission number for which the ith heuristic failure is found; Ndi is the mission number for which the ith deadline-violation failure is found; and fi is the fuzzy level of the irh heuristic failure. These failure data may be obtained during the testing and debugging phase through testing the AI system with its anticipated mission profile.
The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) can be derived separately for each of the three independent failure processes. Let us first consider the MLEs for &, and 8 which are parameters of the probability of failure due to coding faults. The probability density function pdf (i) for the event "there is no failure between runs Ndi-1, and N,-i and there is a failure on run NC/' is given by:
il,(NCi -1) forsmallil,(j). (4) The failure probability density of heuristic failures on a mission by mission basis is Therefore, the maximum likelihood estimate [ 171 of Lr due to heuristic faults can be estimated as (5) where r is the total number of heuristic failures experienced during the testing period, and Nhrr defined as before, is the mission number for which the tih heuristic fault is experienced. For example, if (#2, #8, #25) are a set of 3 missions for which heuristic failures are detected during the testing phase, then & will be calculated as 3/25. In other words, the system can experience a heuristic failure once in about every 8 missions when the system is in its operational phase.
The maximum likelihood estimate of & due to deadlineviolation can be estimated in a similar way as where q is the total number of deadline-violation failures experienced during the testing and debugging period.
A reasonable model for G is the Beta(a, /I) distribution' The maximum likelihood estimates of a and p can be obtained by numerically solving the following equations using the fuzzy level data set (fi, f2,...,fi) collected during the testing phase: In this' section, we develop a method for estimating Rhordwarc (JV) as a function of the number of missions N We again assume that during the testing and debugging phase, the system is tested with the anticipated mission profile so that each test case corresponds to a mission for which a control plan formulated by the embedded AI program is executed by the underlying hardware.
B. 1. Collecting Hardware Failure Data
For any mission, the hardware system can be considered to have failed if the estimated hardware reliability of the mission is less than a specified hardware reliability requirement, e.g., 0.9i where the notation 0.9i represents a hardware reliability requirement having i 9's to the right of the decimal point [ 131. Such hardware failure data can be collected during the testing phase on a mission by mission basis. That is, for each mission we (a) first compute the hardware reliability of the planning phase and the hardware reliability of the execution phase, respectively; (b) then multiply these two quantities to obtain the hardware reliability of the mission; and (c) then compare the hardware reliability of the mission with the specified hardware reliability requirement to determine if the mission has caused a hardware failure. The hardware failure data set collected this WaY is (Nt,l, Nta,...r Nhw) where w is the total number of hard-ware failures experienced during the testing phase, and Nhj, 1 I j < W, is the mission number for which a hardware failure is experienced.
In the following, we outline a procedure for collecting hardware failure data. Suppose that for the j'h test case (mission) the system spent time tit0 plan a strategy, then the hardware reliability of the planning phase for the j" mission can be calculated as e -a tj p p where &, is the failure rate (in unit of failures/time) of the computer system on which the embedded AI planing program is run, assuming that the failure time of the computer hardware is exponentially distributed with a constant rate of hp. In hardware reliability theory, it is common to assume that a hardware component obeys this "exponential failure" law during its useful life period [ 131. Of course, other distributions such as the Weibull distribution [22] can also be used to model the computer system if justified.
The hardware reliability of the execution phase of the jrh mission, on the other hand, can be calculated based on the plan formulated by the embedded AI planning procedure in response to the j" mission, using standard hardware reliability assessment techniques [ 131, [22] . For example, if the embedded system is a robot system and the formulated plan is to move its hand, arm and leg hardware actuators simultaneously to reach for an object such that as long as two actuators remain alive mission j can be accomplished, then the hardware reliability of the execution phase is that of a 2-out-of-3 parallel system for the duration of the execution phase for mission j, a quantity which can be computed easily since the component reliabilities of the hand, arm and leg are normally known a priori, e.g., each obeying the exponential failure law with a distinct constant failure rate. On the other hand, if the formulated plan is to move the leg actuator first and subsequently the hand actuator after the leg motion has come to a stop, then the hardware reliability of the execution phase is that of a series system connecting the leg and hand components, which again can be computed easily. For a vehicle system, we can first compute the total execution time needed to execute mission j, say, ti. Then, by assuming that the vehicle underlying hardware also obeys the exponential failure law with a constant failure rate of 3L,, the hardware reliability of the execution phase can be computed as e-'~'~.
. . .
B. 2. Computing Hardware Reliability
It is important to note that hardware failures experienced during the testing and debugging period are partly determined by intrinsic faults of AI programs which, through planning, implicitly determine the execution time as well as the structure function of the underlying hardware system. Let hh denote the constant hardware failure rate of the embedded system (in unit of failures/mission) due to uncorrectable intrinsic faults of AI planning programs. Then, the maximum likelihood estimate of %, may be estimated as i, =e where w, defined as before in Section B.l., is the total number of hardware failures collected during the testing phase, and N,,,,, is the mission number for which the last hardware failure is observed. The hardware reliability of the embedded system in the operational phase then can be calculated as Multiplying Rhrhare (5%) with RsOfiarc (JVJ obtained earlier in Equation (3) in Section A.1 yields the overall system reliability RVstcm (w as a function of the number of missions JV
III. APPLICATION
In this section, we show the application of the methodology and model developed in Section II. The objective is to demonstrate how the model can be used to evaluate the reliability of a real-time system incorporating AI planning algorithms.
A. Description of the Case Study
The real-time system used in our case-study is a version of the multicriteria aircraft routing system reported in [8] where an AI planning algorithm embedded in the system is used to plan and follow a path across radar-threating areas to reach a target location within a specified real-time deadline. Missions are assigned one at a time. The locations of the target and radars, the detection intensity of each radar, and the real-time deadline are not known until a mission is assigned.
For analysis purposes, a two-dimensional version of the system, i.e., a multicriteria vehicle routing system, is considered. Each mission is characterized by (a) 50-100 routing points arbitrarily located on a Cartesian plan with arbitrary connections between them, and (b) 3 radars randomly located between the (randomly generated) start and target locations, and (c) a real-time deadline of 2 minutes to reach the target; the targets are mobile and can move beyond the target zone in 2 minutes. The cost of the distance between two connected routing points is in the interval of [lo, 1001 in unit of feet. Each radar is capable of detecting the vehicle with a circular detection intensity inversely proportional to the distance between the vehicle and the location of the radar. The radar detection intensity has the unit of radar detection probability per foot to account for the fact that traveling a longer route with a nonzero radar detection probability intensity will incur a higher detection probability than traveling a shorter route with the same radar detection intensity. The radar detection intensity of a connecting edge with respect to a radar is in the range of [0, O.OOS], depending on how far the edge is away from the location of the radar.
Note that our reliability model allows each mission to be associated with its own deadline. Our deadline assumption of 2 minutes is arbitrary and does not affect the way the fuzzy failure level of a mission is calculated. For the vehicle routing system, the fuzzy failure level of a mission is the cumulative probability of radar detection during that mission's execution phase and, therefore, includes the effect of the execution time (e.g., 1 minute vs. 1 hour) in the mission. It is thus a measure indicating the probability of a mission failure, regardless of whether the mission is short or long. We also note that when the vehicle is idle (i.e., in between missions), the system can be considered reliable with probability 1, i.e., during the time in which the system is idle or between missions, the reliability of the system is 1. Fig. 1 shows an example routing map with radar threats. The mission profile generated this way is assumed to correspond to the operational profile when the system is released for operational use. We next give a brief description of the multicriteria vehicle routing system itself. The objective of the system is to plan and execute a route for each mission with a cumulative cost as small as possible without violating the specified real-time deadline tR = 2 minutes. Two criteria for the cost function are the radar detection probability and the total distance traveled, the relative weight of which is determined by a design parameter called w,,~,. Adopting the cost function definition in [8] , the cost between any two points with a direct edge is given by cost = Wrahr x pradar x distance + (1 -wTadar) x distance (9) where wrdr is the relative weight for the radar detection criterion, pladnl is the radar detection probability of the edge, and distance is the true distance of the edge in feet. When w,~~ is equal to 1, the major concern is to minimize the radar detection probability. If the vehicle must execute a plan with a radar detection probability greater than 0, then the plan is considered unsafe, corresponding to the case that a heuristic failure has been experienced with the radar detection probability of the route planned equal to its fuzzy level. Furthermore, in analyzing the effect of different AI planning algorithms on system reliability, it is assumed that if the sum of accumulated fuzzy failure levels exceeds 1, the system is considered to have failed. Each failure poses a certain amount of risk to the operators and only a fixed number of such exposures to danger can be tolerated before considering the system as unacceptable.
The hardware characteristics of the vehicle system are described in the following. The vehicle can travel a route with a speed of 10,000 feet/minute. The failure time of the underlying hardware components of the vehicle due to wear and tear is assumed to be exponentially distributed with a constant failure rate of h, = 3 x 10e5 failure/minute. (About once in every 20 days of continuous operations.) The computer system embedded in the vehicle to run an AI planning program is assumed to have a failure time exponentially distributed with a constant failure rate of &, = 5 x lo+ failures/minute (about once in every 100 days of continuous operations), and can process (expand or generate) about 2,000 nodes per minute. The hardware reliability requirement of any mission is 0.99999. Therefore, suppose a mission requires tp planning time and the total distance (not the cost) of the route planned is C feet, then the system is considered to have experienced a hardware failure for that mission if -a f e PPxe -h& < 0.99999.
B. Possible Planning Programs and Design Alternatives
Given the description for the mission profile and the vehicle routing system, a system designer is faced with the problem of evaluating different design options for improving the reliability of the system. Some possible design options are given below.
l Option 1 is to use an optimal search algorithm such as A* with lower-bound estimates [24] as the underlying planning algorithm. A* operates by ranking all partially explored routes by the accumulated cost so far (g) and a lower-bound estimate of the cost remaining (h), and always expanding the route with the minimum f = g + h value among all routes until the target is found.
Because the estimate of the remaining cost of a partially explored route can be underestimated, i.e., using the linear cost between the frontier point of a partially explored route and the target location with the radar detection probability set to 0, the final route planned is optimal [21], [24] , implying that the route planned should incur a smaller radar detection probability. Nevertheless, a potential problem with A* is that the system may not be able to plan and execute a solution within the real-time deadline tR due to excessive planning. In [8], A* was selected as the planning algorithm for the aircraft routing system. One can imagine that the system operating under A* first plans a route, and then the vehicle executes the route in one execution step to reach the target location. The second option is to avoid deadline-violation failures as much as possible by using a planning algorithm that allows the target to be reached more quickly, although perhaps not through the best possible route with the minimum cost function defined in Equation (9). An approach is to impose a maximum planning time interval within which an embedded AI planning algorithm must formulate a solution. However, this approach is practical only for applications where a low quality solution is available initially which can be improved over time by using a class of planning algorithms called anytime algorithms [6] . For our vehicle routing system, since the vehicle system must follow existing routes on the ground, there is no immediate solution to begin with. The only practical way is to try to plan and execute a solution within the real-time deadline constraint since it is useless to set a maximum time constraint on the planning phase alone. There are many such real-time planning algorithms reported in the literature over the past five years, such as RTA* Without loss of generality, this paper considers RTA*; other real-time algorithms can be analyzed using our model in a similar way. As in A*, RTA* also expands the route with the minimum f = g + h value. However, unlike A*, RTA* at all time only expands one route until the target location is reached. It nullities actions by allowing backtracking so that it can revisit a previously visited location if it has to. When it decides the next routing point to move, it actually executes the move to change the current location of the vehicle, thus extending the route it expands. Therefore, the routing point is measured relative to the current location of the vehicle, and the initial starting location of the vehicle is irrelevant. One can imagine that the vehicle system operating under RTA* will repeatedly plan and move in cycles until the target location is reached. In each cycle, it generates neighboring locations from the current location and expands the one with the minimum g + h. The h value of a neighbor is computed such that if the neighbor was visited before, the h value is looked-up from a hash table that updates the h values of all visited nodes; otherwise, a heuristic evaluation function, possibly augmented by lookahead search, is used to compute the h value [ 141. l The advantage of RTA* is that the system may experience fewer real-time deadline-violation failures. However, more heuristic failures may occur because routes planned may have a higher radar detection probability when compared with those planned by A*. In this paper, we will use our model to analyze how RTA* can affect the reliability of the vehicle system described above for the case when the heuristic evaluation function is the linear cost to the target location with wradnr set to 0 (as is the case for A*), and is not augmented by lookahead search for computing h. It should be noted that having no lookahead search is a special case when the search horizon is equal to 0 -it still allows the vehicle to revisit previously visited locations to undo actions. Also, our reliability model is applicable to other cases, so it is a potential tool to analyze the effect of search horizon (= 0 or > 0) on system reliability. The third option is to use a faster computer system for planning, say, twice as powerful, hoping to reduce the planning time, thus leaving sufficient time for execution. The analysis of this option requires no rerun of the mission profile. The same set of output data under A* or RTA* can be used to deduce the new failure data by considering the fact that the time for expanding a node will only require half as much. Also, using a faster computer machine for planning will only change deadline-violation failure data, since a planning algorithm will still plan the same route for the same mission, regardless of whether the computer on which it runs is more powerful or not. Our model can answer this simple "what-if' type of modification question without having to rerun the mission profile.
C. Experiments and Interpretation of Results
Two real-time vehicle systems incorporating A* and RTA*, respectively, were simulated, based on the descriptions given in the previous two sections. Each system was tested with 10,000 missions and software and hardware failure data were collected during the testing and debugging phase. These failure data, one set for each system, are too large to be included in this paper and can be found in [5] . We note that even A* may occasionally incur heuristic failures, although the frequency of this is not as high as RTA*. This is because for the vehicle system, the fuzzy level of a plan is defined as the total radar detection probability of the route planned. Consequently, even A* is not able to plan a perfect route without any radar detection probability all the time. (Note: the frequency of heuristic failures is largely determined by the definition of the cost function in Equation (9).) The failure data for each system were subsequently used to estimate model parameters hi, &, &, a, p and hh, based on the procedure given in Section 2. Finally, the system reliability is computed as a function of the number of missions 5V Fig. 2 shows the overall system reliability of the vehicle systems operating under A* and RTA*, respectively, as a function of the number of missions L7K Figure 2 shows that, with the failure conditions defined in Section III. A., a vehicle system incorporating RTA* can provide a better reliability than a system running A* when the number of missions LVis less than 2600. Before that cross-over point, deadline-violation failures dominate heuristic failures, thereby favoring RTA* which incurs fewer deadline-violation failures because it plans more quickly. However, after the cross-over point, RTA* no longer can provide a better reliability than A* because RTA* reaches the point when the sum of fuzzy failure levels exceeds 1 more quickly since it incurs heuristic failures more frequently than A* due to less optimal routes planned. Nevertheless, for practical purposes, the low reliability (i.e., 0.8) after the cross-over point is not acceptable for a real-time system design, implying that RTA* is still a viable approach, especially for the vehicle system designed to operate for a finite number of missions. An important observation is that neither planning algorithm can provide the vehicle system with the best reliability for all situations (in terms of the number of missions) because there is a trade-off between the deadline-violation and heuristic failures. For a vehicle system designed to operate indefinitely, neither algorithm can provide a good reliability since the system will eventually fail due to heuristic faults. 3 shows the improvement in reliability when a computer system twice as powerful is used for planning. The reliability of either planning algorithm improves as less time is required for planning when compared with the original computer system. The same cross-over behavior is still observed. However, using a more powerful computer seems to benefit A* more because a reduced planning time helps reduce deadlineviolation failures, but has no effect on heuristic failures which affect RTA* even more. As a result, the cross-over point is also moved slightly from 2600 to 2500 missions. In this paper, we first discussed why intrinsic faults of realtime AI planning programs may cause heuristic and deadlineviolation failures which are not removable even after the AI program has been tested and debugged for a long period of time. Then, we developed a mission-based method for estimating the reliability of real-time systems incorporating AI planning programs, where we consider failures due to program bugs and deadline-violation are definite mission failures, while failures due to imperfect planning are just heuristic failures, which only cause a definite mission failure if the sum of the accumulated fuzzy failure levels exceeds 1. Reliability evaluations of a real-time vehicle routing system incorporating A* and RTA* quantitatively revealed the trade-off between deadline-violation and heuristic failures: A* can avoid heuristic failures but may incur more deadline-violation failures, while RTA* is the other way around. Therefore, there exists a crossover point in the number of missions beyond which one planning algorithm is better than the other.
It is worth mentioning that the exact cross-over point is sensitive not only to the definition of the mission profile, but also to the definition of failure conditions. Here we have defined the sum of accumulated fuzzy levels experienced greater than 1 as a definite failure condition for heuristic failures. One can imagine that a different definition, say, a heuristic failure with a fuzzy level greater than 0.5 is considered a definite failure, may change the location of the cross-over point. Also, a definition based on the product of fuzzy failure levels, rather than the sum, can give a different result, It is therefore important in defining correct failure conditions before applying the model developed in this paper. Our method, however, is universally applicable for evaluating the effect of different design alternatives on system reliability. A possible future extension of this work is to analyze the effect of parallel planning algorithms on the system reliability of production systems, e.g., distributed algorithms with rule partitioning [4] 
